Memory of surface patterns in mixed polymer brushes: simulation and experiment.
The correlation between the morphology of mixed polymer brushes and fluctuations of the grafting points is investigated by single-chain-in-mean-field simulations and experiments. The local topography of two types of mixed polystyrene-polymethylmethacrylate (PS-PMMA) brushes that differ in their modes of attachment has been studied during repeated microphase separation into laterally structured and homogeneous morphologies upon changing solvents. In the first type of brush (conventional), each of the surface-attached initiator groups starts the growth of either a PS or a PMMA chain in a random fashion. In the second case (Y-shaped mixed brushes), two chains of different types are attached to the same anchor group on the substrate. Whereas in the first case statistical fluctuations of the chemical composition occur on a local scale, such composition fluctuations are strongly suppressed in the latter case. The microphase-separated morphology is similar in both cases, but Y-shaped brushes exhibit a significantly weaker domain memory than do conventional PS-PMMA mixed brushes. The results of the experiment are compared with simulations, and a simple phenomenological argument and qualitative agreement are found. The observations demonstrate that small fluctuations in the grafting points are amplified by the microphase separation and nucleate the location of the domains in the mixed brush.